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Abstract

Theconstruction ofastatevariable,temperature driven,explanatory, dynamic, deterministic simulation model to estimate within and between generation
population development ofthegreenhouse whitefly on tomato isdescribed. The
selectionofdatausedforthemodelisdiscussedandtheformulation ofequations
presented. A program listing is provided with technical details on modelling
with boxcar train systems. The verification of submodels and validation tests
are given, as well as a preliminary sensitivity analysis. The simulations provide
datathat arecorrespondingwellwithexperimental data.Newexperimental data
havetobeobtained for further verification and validation. Thesensitivity analysis shows that changes in the developmental period have the greatest effect on
the population growth rate, followed by the effect of changes in fecundity.
Changes in mortality of immature stages, longevity of adults and maturation
period haveaweak influence.
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1. Introduction

The greenhouse whitefly is a well-known pest on several glasshouse grown
crops (Van Lenteren & Woets 1988). Mainly in view of the biological control
of this pest with the parasitoid Encarsiaformosa, much research has been conducted on the host plant-whitefly-parasitoid system (Eggenkamp-Rotteveel
Mansveld etal. 1982;Hulspas-Jordaan etal. 1987;Vet etal. 1980).
Although a successful biological control program has been developed, this
doesnotimplythatallproblemsareovercome.Thebiologicalcontrol on cucumbere.g.isstilltroublesome (Fransen 1987).Itistherefore not onlyfor theoretical
reasons but also from a practical point of view important to acquire as much
insight as possible into the host plant-whitefly-parasitoid system, in order to
achieveimprovements in situationswherebiologicalcontrol isinsufficient yet.
The development of a mathematical model is very suitable to that end. It
offers apossibility tobringtogether theresultsoftheextensiveresearch conducted and to recognize possible gaps in our knowledge. Once the model has stood
verification and validation tests,itcan beused to obtain qualitative and quantitative information on the importance of certain relations or parameters, and
it may serve to predict the reaction of the system on a change of the values
of parameters, variables etc. With the development of a whitefly model it was
tried to follow the methodology as described by Ruesink (1976) and worked
out by Rabbinge and Carter (1983).
The (rather ambitious) objectives of the system analysis are already given
above. At this point the objects within the system are to be defined. To begin
with, the model was restricted to the host plant-whitefly subsystem. As the host
plant has a main influence on the population growth rate of T. vaporariorum
(Woets & van Lenteren 1976), it would get too complex for a start to involve
several host-plant species. We therefore decided to restrict the model to one
host-plant species, from which most experimental data were available, i.e.
tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum L.). In subsequent articles the model will be
extended and other host-plant speciesareincluded (Yano etal. 1988a,b).
Because an explanatory and dynamic model was desired, a simulation model
was constructed. As will appear from the following, it is a deterministic model.
A special simulation language was used to formulate the model, namely CSMP
(Continuous System Modelling Program).
Inthefollowing paragraphswewilldiscusssuccessivelytherelational diagram
that forms the basis of the model, the selection of the data to be used and the
formulation of the equations, the program listing with some technical details,
the verification of the submodels, and the validation tests. At the end of this
paper a first, limited sensitivity analysisisgiven.
2
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2. Lifehistoryputintoarelationaldiagram

Based on our knowledge on the life history of the whitefly, a relational diagram is constructed (see Figure 1).The immature whitefly period can be subdivided into several stages. The sizes mentioned beneath are derived from Hargreaves (1914),Weber (1931),Milliron (1940), Eijsackers (1969),Van Lenteren
et al. (1976), Nechols and Tauber (1977a), Li et al. (1980) and Collman and
All(1980).
The white eggs are laid by the whitefly females at the under surfaces of hostplant leaves.Theyare0.21-0.24mm.inlength and 0.07-0.10mm.inwidth. After
one to four days (depending on temperature) they turn black (Weber 1931).
As this darkening is not of interest in relation to Ermosa, the white and black
eggsareput together inthemodel (EGG infigure 1).
The first instar larva that hatches from the egg is initially mobile. Its length
and width are respectively 0.26-0.29 mm. and 0.11-0.15mm. It crawls around,
reaching no more than a few centimeters distance from itseggshell, tillit settles
downwithitsmouthpartsinsertedintheleaftissue.Theduration ofthiscrawling
period varies but is usually no longer than a few hours. It may take longer on
leaves in bad condition or on less preferred host plants, where crawling may
be restarted several times after short periods of probationary settling (Weber,

Fig. 1.Relation diagram for thepopulation growth of Trialeurodes vaporariorum.
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1931). It is therefore arbitrary to distinguish strictly a crawling and a settling
period. For this reason and mainly because crawling takes only a very small
part of the total first instar period, crawling and settled first instar larvae are
put together in the model (LARV1). The settled larva is covered with a thin
layer of wax and it remains on the chosen spot through all the immature stages
that follow.
There are three moults leading to respectively the second, third and fourth
instar larva (LARV2,LARV3 and LARV4).Thesecond and third instar larvae
differ hardlyfrom eachotherexceptfor their sizes.Thesecond instaris0.32-0.39
mm. in length and 0.19-0.23 mm. in width, while the third instar measures
0.42-0.55 mm. by 0.26-0.33 mm. The fourth instar larva is flat at first, like the
previous larval stages. Its size is 0.62-0.82 mm. by 0.37-0.48 mm. During its
development it thickens and produces waxy rods that form a palisade around
it and dorsal and lateral waxy spines are formed. Some time before emergence
oftheadult onecan seeitsred pigmented eyesthrough thewaxy layer.
AsNecholsand Tauber (1977a)already noticed, thereisnouniform terminology for the stage between the third-instar moult and adult emergence. Table
1 lists the various terms used, with their authors. There are indeed only four
larval stages and no pupal stage in the usual sense of the word. As Nell et al.
(1976) showed, there is a considerable difference in acceptability for Ermosa
between the fourth larval instar before the red eyes are visible (their prepupa)
and the fourth larval instar with pigmented eyes (their pupa). It is therefore
necessary to distinguish between these instars. Because the term 'pupa' is used
throughout thewhitefly literatureand because thethickened fourth larval instar
with visiblepigmented eyescantechnically beregarded asapupa (Hinton 1963)
we will also use this term (PUPA in figure 1). The sizes given for the pupa,
prepupa or pseudopupa are0.66-0.76 mm. by0.39-0.48 mm.
The adult emerges through a slit-like opening in the pupal skin. After the

Table 1.Terms used for last T. vaporariorumdevelopmental stage.(L4 =1

xmrth larval stage)

Author

Flattened,
translucent to
opaque-whitish

Expanded, waxensheathed opaquewhitewith dorsal
and lateral waxy
spines

Red eyesvisible
beneath waxy
larval integument

Hargreaves 1915
Weber 1931
Burnett 1949
Eijsackers 1969
Van Lenteren et al. 1976-1
Nechols &Tauber 1977-1

pupa
L4
L4
L4
L4
early L4

Liet al. 1980
This paper

pseudopupa
L4

pupa
L4
L4/pupa
L4
prepupa
L4,transitional substage
pseudopupa
L4

pupa
L4
pupa
pupa
pupa
L4,pharate adult substage
pseudopupa
pupa
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wings have been unfolded, a white waxy secretion from ventral abdominal
glandsisspread alloverthebodyexceptfor theeyes.Whilethemalesaresexually
mature at eclosion, the females are not. During the period that the females are
not yet able to layeggs,the adults inthemodel arecalled pre-oviposition adults
(PO). From the start of the oviposition period they are indicated with 'AD'.
Unmated females lay haploid eggs from which males develop. Mated females
lay either diploid eggs, which produce females, or haploid eggs. In the model
thesexratio (SEXR) isfixed,inaccordance with literature data.
The number of eggs laid per female per day changes during the oviposition
period. In the first days it gradually increases until a level is reached that is
maintained during almost the rest ofthefemales' life.Only shortly before dying
the female lays a decreasing number of eggs per day (Van Sas et al. 1978). The
duration oftheperiod ofincrease isdetermined bytheauxiliary variable 'MAT'
(maturation), while the height of the maximum oviposition capacity is given
by 'OVICAP' (see figure 1).The developmental rate from one stageto the next
stage is indicated with 'FL' (flow). 'FLL3' e.g. is the rate with which larvae
inthethird stagedevelopinto fourth instar larvae. 'OVIRT' isthetotal oviposition rate, which is determined by the number of adults present, their sex ratio,
theirmaximal ovipositioncapacity(OVICAP)andtheextenttowhichthismaximal capacity is reached (MAT). During every stage mortality may occur, indicated with 'RMR' (relative mortality rate). During the pre-oviposition period
nomortality is assumed.
The rates mentioned may beinfluenced byabiotic factors likehumidity, light
intensity and temperature. Data on the role of humidity are very scarce and
are reviewed by Vet et al. (1980). They mainly concern the performance of
Ermosa. Humidity istherefore not included inthemodel asadriving variable.
Data on the influence of light intensity, so far as they are available, are discussed in the following paragraphs. They do not lead to the inclusion of light
intensity asadrivingvariable too.
Temperature is known to have a great influence on most of the rates mentioned above. In the following paragraphs much attention will be paid to the
role of temperature and it is included in many of the equations as a driving
variable.
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3. Dataselectionandformulation ofequations

3.1 Developmental ratesofwhiteflies inpre-adult stages
Data on the developmental periods of immature whiteflies on tomato are
available from several authors.Weber (1931), Burnett (1949),Hussey and Gurney (1957),Eijsackers (1969),Kraaijenbrink (1972) and Van Evert and Schutte
(1983) all performed their experiments at constant temperatures. Their results
are shown in figure 2. Christochowitz and Van der Fluit (1981), Kraaijenbrink
(1972) and Van Evert and Schutte (1983) determined developmental periods
ofwhiteflies inthevarious stagesat fluctuating temperatures.
Asfigure2shows,mostexperimentsweredoneat temperatures around 22°C.
VanEvertand Schutte(1983)investigated development atextreme temperatures
to extend earlier studies. They could not determine developmental durations
at 35°Cfor eggsand pupae because of a 100% mortality of individuals in these
stages at that temperature. They also investigated the developmental durations
inall stages at a lowtemperature of 7°C, but after aperiod of25-34days hardly
any of the larvae had moulted, nor had the fourth instar larvae turned into
pupae. Only 1/3 of the second instar larvae moulted, after a mean period of
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Fig.2.Developmental period indays against temperature in °Cfor Trialeurodesvaporariorumeggs
(E), and first-fourth (including pupa) larval stages (L1-L4+ P). For values for second-grade polynômesseeFigure3.
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17.2days.The rest of them had not moulted when the experiment was stopped
after 29days. With the eggs the experiment lasted 40 days, at the end of which
not a single egghad hatched. Most of theseeggsdid hatch, however, when they
were put at higher temperatures. Weber (1931) states that the egg development
isstopped at temperatures of 8°Cand lower. According to him, approximately
this also applies to the development of the first, second and third instar larvae.
For fourth instar larvae the temperature at which no development takes place,
as given by Weber, is even lower (0-4°C) and he supposed that emergence of
theadultswillnot occurattemperatures belowsomepointbetween 5and 15°C.
Only Eijsackers (1969) and Van Evert and Schutte (1983) subdivided the last
developmental stagein thewaywedecided to do it. Their data were used therefore to describe the relationship between the developmental period of fourth
instar larvae and of pupae and temperature (see figure 3).With regard to total
developmental time of whiteflies in these substages, the data from Eijsackers
fitwellinbetween those ofother authors (seefigure2).
Inmostcases(exceptfor thefirstand thirdlarvalstages)asecond gradepolyn-
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Fig.3.Developmental period indaysagainsttemperaturein °Cfor Trialeurodesvaporariorumfourth
larvalstage(L4)and pupa (P).
Data from Eijsackers (1969) and Van Evert &Schutte(1983).
Thecurvesarethebest fitting second-grade polynômes.
(DU
-developmental period indays,T = temperature in °C)
DUE
: 26.35-1.25T+ 0.018T2 D U L 4 + P = 52.50-3.16T+ 0.053T2
DU LI = 23.71-1.34T+ 0.022T2 DU L4
= 30.78-1.74T+ 0.027T2
DUL2 : 16.10-0.85T+ 0.013T2 D U P
= 21.72-1.42T+ 0.027T2
D U L 3 = 12.94-0.66T+ 0.010T
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ome did not fit the data significantly better than did a first-grade polynôme.
Eijsackers, however, using the widest temperature range, showed that at high
temperatures the developmental period was sub-optimal. Because this is also
achieved with second grade polynômes, we decided to use those to describe the
developmental period/temperature relationships for all stages.Thesecurves are
also given in figures 2and 3.Thecurvedrawn through the L4+ P-data in figure
2 is a combination of the curves of figure 3. At 8°C these curves end, because
the developmental rates at temperatures of 8°C and lower are all set to zero,
tofitinwith thedata from Weber (1931)and Van Evert and Schutte(1983).
Kraaijenbrink (1972) showed that the developmental periods of whiteflies in
thevariousstagesattemperatures fluctuating between 15and 20°Cand between
20 and 25°C did not differ from those determined at constant mean temperatures. This is not surprising because the developmental rate/temperature relationship can be regarded as linear over the short temperature ranges used. To
seewhetherthetemperaturesummationmethod ofthemodel,basedondevelopmental durations determined at constant temperatures, could also be used at
fluctuating temperaturesthatreachmoreextremevalues,simulation resultswere
compared with data from Christochowits and Van der Fluit (1981) for the low
temperature zone and with data from Van Evert and Schutte (1983) for the
high temperature region

3.2 Mortality ratesduring development
The mortality of the whitefly in its various developmental stages has been
determined by assessing the percentage of individuals of a certain stage that
reached the next stage.Hardly anything isknown about the course of mortality
during a stage.Weber (1931)noticed that the first instar larva isespecially vulnerable to drought during its wandering period. He also states that the fourth
instarlarvaduringthesecondphaseofitsexistence(presumablyfrom thickening
onwards) is less vulnerable to desiccation of the host plant as well as to dry
air than younger larvae. A few lines later, however, Weber mentions that on
living plants humidity of the air had more influence on the vitality of whiteflies
inthe fourth larval stagethan on that ofindividuals inprevious stages.
We found nojustification in the literature to built into the model a separate
moulting mortality as Rodolphe et al. (1977) did in their model on Aleyrodids.
In our model mortality ofwhiteflies inthevarious developmental stagesisbuild
in as a constant relative mortality rate. Data on mortality on tomato are given
byCurryandPimentel(1971),Burnett(1949),VandeMerendonk (1978),Jansen
(1974),Van Sasetal.(1978),Kraaijenbrink (1972),Kajita (1980),Elzinga(1982)
and Van Evert and Schutte (1983). From Curry and Pimentel (1971) we can
only useeggmortality because the older stages are not subdivided by them and
mortality due to parasitization by Ermosa is included in their data. Burnett
(1949) only determined total mortality during development from egg to adult.
He does point out that at 27°Cmost of the deaths occurred in the pupal stage.
8
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Van Sas et al. (1978) and Elzinga (1982) measured mortality only roughly and
their data will not be included therefore. Kajita (1980) reports about a field
experiment with presumably strongly fluctuating temperatures. His data will
be disregarded too. Van Evert and Schutte (1983) filled a gap that existed in
our knowledge on mortality at ahigh temperature (35°C).
Except for the remarks of Weber (1931),given above, no information on the
influence ofhumidity isavailable.Someexperimentshavebeendone concerning
the relation between density and mortality. Jansen (1974) found no correlation
between the density of the eggs and the mortality during the pre-adult period
on tomato. Egg densities varied from 0.25 to 23.2 eggs per cm2. Zebitz (1978)
working with eggdensities of 2to 100eggsper 7.5cm2of tobacco leaves, found
only a very slight increase inmortality with increasing density inaclimate room
at 25°C, but in a small glasshouse with temperatures fluctuating between 16°C
and25°Chefound nocorrelation atall.XUetal.(1984)didfind positive correlations between egg density and mortality from egg to third larval stage and between third larval instar density and mortality from the third larval stage to
adult emergence. They show however that this effect is negligable at densities
under 8 eggs per cm2 and 0.5 third instar larva per cm2 of suitable cucumber
leaves. These high densities will hardly ever be reached under normal growing
conditions, when E.formosa isused for whitefly control. Based on these literature data, inthemodel themortality issupposed to bedensity independent.
Therelation betweenmortalityduringdevelopment and temperatureisshown
in figure 4. Mortality during the egg stage is independent of temperature, if
constant temperatures between 20 and 25°C are regarded. Yano (1981) found
a very low mortality, varying between 0 and 6%, on tobacco at temperatures
ranging from 15to 30°C. According to Weber (1931) no eggswill hatch at constant temperatures of 32°C and higher. Van Evert and Schutte (1983) obtained
indeed a 100% mortality of the eggs at 35°C. Weber (1931) points out that the
harm from these high temperatures sets in only after at least one day. As in
north-western Europe temperatures in glasshouses with tomato crops hardly
ever remain over 30°C for longer than a few hours, the mortality is kept low
at high temperatures in the model.As far as temperatures below 15°C concern,
weknow from Stenseth (1983)that theeggsareverycold resistent. Sixty percent
of the eggs survived a period of 20 days at 6°C. O'Reilly (1974) even found
that 41% of the eggs survived a period of 7days at 1 °C.We decided to include
inthemodel aneggmortality of6.1% (themean ofthedatainfigure 4)independent of temperature.
Figure 4 shows that the mortality of the first instar larvae on tomato is also
very low. Yano (1981), working with tobacco plants, found that at high and
low temperatures mortality was higher than at moderate temperatures. Van
Evert and Schutte (1983) showed that on tomato this was not the case for high
temperatures. Weber (1931) states that first instar larvae are as sensitive for
high temperatures astheeggs,which means that only continuous high temperatures will harm. About low temperatures Weber remarks that, provided that
they are above —4°C, they are only harmful when the plant too is damaged.
Agric. Univ. WageningenPapers89-2 (1989)
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Fig.4.Mortalityof Trialeurodesvaporariorumdevelopmentalstagesontomato against temperature.

We therefore will use a mortality of 3.7% (the mean of the data in figure 4)
independent of temperature.
Thedataonmortalityofsecondandthirdinstarlarvaedonotshowatemperaturedependence too.Weber(1931)statesthat theseinstarsareevenlesssensitive
to high temperatures and that, likethe eggs,they stand low temperatures better
than the plants do. The mortalities included in the model are the means of the
data given in figure 4, i.e. 2.3% and 3.3% for second and third instar larvae
respectively.
Figure4alsoshowsdata onmortality offourth instarlarvaeincluding pupae.
Van Evert and Schutte (1983) subdivided the last developmental stage into
fourth instar larva and pupa in the way it is done in our model. They found
that at a constant temperature of 35°Cthemortality of the fourth instar larvae
was only 4%, whereas 100% of the pupae died. Burnett (1949) states that at
a high temperature (27°C) the mortality was mainly pupal mortality. Yano
(1981) and Weber (1931), using tobacco as host plant, also found very high
mortalities for whiteflies in the last developmental stage at temperatures of respectively 30°C and 32 and 37°C, namely 95.5,92.1 and 100%.They both did
not differentiate between fourth instar larvae and pupae. Weber remarks that
the damaging effect sets in quickly and he shows that this high mortality at
high temperatures is not caused by a change in humidity. At low temperatures
10
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Weber found averylowmortality (5% after 12daysat 5°C).Werather arbitrarily split the data on thejoined fourth instar substages in such a way that the
mortality ofthefourth instar larvaewassmaller than themortality ofthepupae,
inaccordance with the findings ofMadueke (1979)onmortality on bean plants.
In themodel weincluded amortality for fourth instar larvae of 1.5% (the mean
of the partial mortalities and the mortality found by Van Evert and Schutte
(1983))independent oftemperature.For thepupalstagethemortality at temperatures up to 30°Cis fixed at 1.9% (the mean of the partial mortalities) and for
higher temperatures we included a 96.9% mortality in the model, i.e. the mean
ofthedata from Yano (1981),Weber (1931)and Van Evert and Schutte(1983).
Allthisleadstoatotalmortalityduringdevelopmentof17.5%at temperatures
up to 30°C, which fits in wellwith the literature data on total mortality as presented intable2.
Temperature independence of the mortality during development is also suggested by data obtained with other host plants, like bean (Madueke 1979) and
cucumber (Kraaijenbrink 1972and Van de Merendonk 1978). On tobacco the
mortality also does not show a clear relationship with temperature (except for
pupae) butitisveryvariable(Weber 1931,Necholsand Tauber 1977band Yano
1981).

3.3 Sex ratio
Data on the sex ratio of T.vaporariorum are given by Weber (1931), Burnett
(1949), Di Pietro (1977), Van Rongen (1979), Madueke (1979), Van Boxtel
(1980)and Collmann and All(1980).Most ofthem found a sexratio of approximately 1:1.
Weber (1931, p.657) only mentions that the sexratio in his rearing stock was
alwaysapproximately 1:1.Burnett (1949)showsthat thesexratio varies around
equal numbers of both sexes when the progenies are considered of groups of
adults that were allowed to oviposit for 18 hours at 18, 21, 24 and 27°C. He
also states that in large populations of T.vaporariorum the sex ratio appears

Table 2. Total mortality of T. vaporariorum developmental stages at constant temperatures on
tomato.
Temperature
(C)

Mortality

Author
Burnett 1949
Jansen 1974
Burnett 1949
VandeMerendonk etal. 1978
Jansen 1974
Burnett 1949

18
20
24
24
25
27

6.6
<22.1
16.6
21.2
^ 8.7
32.4
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(%)
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to range from a preponderance of one sex to a preponderance of the other.
This, he writes, is apparently caused in part by the sampling method used,
for the adult males have a tendency to remain on the lower leaves (on which
they emerged) while the females predominate on the upper leaves of the host
plants.
Madueke (1979,p.51)assertsthatcountsmadeduringglasshouse experiments
showed that themale:female ratio wasapproximately 2:3. Shedoesnot describe
hercounting method, however, nor doesshegivethenumbers counted.
Di Pietro (1977), Van Rongen (1979) and Van Boxtel (1980) determined the
sex ratio of newly hatched adults. Di Pietro using tobacco as host plant, found
a 1:1 sexratioat 17°Caswellas22°C(nwas203and 564respectively, originating
from numerous parent whiteflies). Van Rongen determined the sexratio of adults that hatched from pupae which he sampled from a rearing stock (n was
1178)and found it to be not significantly different from 1:1.Van Boxtel found
the same sexratio with several host plants, namely tomato, cucumber, eggplant
and sweet pepper (n was 1956, 3033, 6589 and 9 respectively, originating from
9,9, 13and 20parental couples). He reports that the 1:1 sexratio isthe overall
result when the progenies of all females are combined. Per female the sex ratio
ofthe offspring isextremely variable.
Collmann and All found a female: male ratio that varied depending upon
the time of the year the oviposition took place, from 0.71 in March to 2.86
inJuly.They used very small samples (nwas 18to 111)which may also account
for this variability.
In the model we introduced a 1:1sex ratio by stating that only half of the
adults after the pre-oviposition period (AD in figure 1)contributes to egg production.

3.4 Pre-oviposition period
Literature data on the pre-oviposition period of T.vaporariorumare given in
table3.
All authors recorded daily for individual whitefly females whether they had
started ovipositing. The figures in table 3with two decimals suggest indeed an
accuracy that cannot be achieved with daily recordings. The data from Lloyd
(1922)aretoo inaccurate tobe used.
The data from Madueke (1979)and Di Pietro (1977)clearly show a decrease
ofthepre-ovipositionperiodwithincreasingtemperature,whereasthedata from
Burnett (1949) do not. Burnett's results are based on twice respectively three
times as many whiteflies as those of Di Pietro and Madueke. Stenseth (1971)
reports that female whiteflies started ovipositing 24-48 hours after emerging,
bothatl8and24°C.
Wechosetointroduce intothemodelatemperature-independent pre-oviposition period (giving a temperature-independent rate, FLPO in figure 1) of 1.3
days, which isthe mean of the rounded off figures from Burnett, given in table
12
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Table 3.Pre-oviposition period of T.vaporariorum

Author
Lloyd 1922
Burnett 1949

,,
,,
5>

Stenseth 1971

,,
DiPietrol977

,,
Madueke 1979
„

"

Duration
(days)

Temp.
(C)

Host
Plant

2-5
1.16
1.88
0.40
1.57
1-2
1-2
2.95
0.93
0.51
2.2
0.8
0.6

variable
18
21
24
27
18
24
17
22
27
18
22.5
27

several
tomato

,,
,,
51

bean

,,
eggplant

,,
bean

,,
-

n
?
56
57
57
44
7
?
20
30
35
15
15
17

3.His research wastheonly oneinwhich tomato wasused ashost plant. Taking
themean of all figures from table 3(except those of Lloyd) would givethe same
result.

3.5 Adult longevity
The longevity of the adult T.vaporariorum determines the ageing rate that
isusedinthemodel.Literaturedata onlongevityontomato,assessedat constant
temperatures,areshowninfigure5.Ascan beseenfrom thisfigure,mostexperiments were conducted at about 22°C. Specifications of these experiments are
givenintable4.
Curry and Pimentel (1971) used two different tomato varieties and found a
longevity on one twice as long as on the other. Van Boxtel (1980), partly published by Van Boxtel et al. (1978),did his experiment twice, during NovemberDecember and during January-March. In the second period the mean whitefly
longevity was twice as long as in the first period. In another experiment, which
was set up to assess the number of offspring of whitefly couples, Van Boxtel
(1980) found a longevity for females of 29 days and for males of 11days. Van
Evert and Schutte (1983)determined 50% survivalperiods atthesame temperature as Van Boxtel used and did not find a significant difference in longevity
between males and females. We should consider thereby that the mean lifetime
in their experiment must have been longer than 32days because their longevity
distribution wasskewed to the right.
Van Sas(1978),partlypublished byVan Sasetal.(1978),compared thelongevities of female whiteflies in small leaf cages that were transferred to another
leaf every two days, with the longevities of female whiteflies that had a whole
Agric. Univ. WageningenPapers89-2 (1989)
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Fig. 5. Longevity of Trialeurodes vaporariorum on tomato against temperature. Interrupted line
iscurveincluded in model.

plant to their disposal and were transferred to a new plant only once per 2.5
weeks. Under the former circumstances the mean longevity was less than half
ofthat under thelatter circumstances.
Van Rongen (1979) transferred his female whiteflies once a week and found
a mean longevity of 67 days. He included only the females that survived the
first week and did notcount theweek of death.
Castresana et al. (1982) put couples of whiteflies in cages with a small plant
and counted and removed the eggslaid, once a week. Whenever a whitefly was
found dead at daily inspection, it was removed and sexed. They found a mean
longevity of66.6daysfor thefemales and about thesamefor themales.
Curry and Pimentel (1971) conclude that the tomato variety strongly influences the longevity. This is not unlikely and would make it impossible to construct a generally valid tomato model, if differences in longevity as presented
here would have a great impact on the total population growth rate. This will
bediscussed laterwith theparameter sensitivity analysis ofthemodel.
Van Boxtel (1980)suggeststhat thetimeoftheyearinfluences the experimentalresults.However, theexperiment Van Sas(1978)conducted from November
till January, which was the same as Van Boxtel's, gave even longer lifetimes
than Van Boxtel found during January-March.
14
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When we look at table 4, column 5, it does not seem to matter whether the
whiteflies haveawholeplant totheir disposal or areconfined toavery restricted
leaf area.Short aswellaslong lifetimes arefound, using smallleafcages.
Column 8shows that anaesthesia isnot likelyto shorten longevity asthe only
experiment in which the whiteflies were regularly anaesthetized (beit only once
per week) rendered the longest lifetimes. Some authors do mention that they
used C0 2 anaesthesia to sextheadults at thebeginning ofthe experiments.
Column 4 gives some support to the conclusion of Van Sas (1978) that frequent disturbance of the whiteflies shortens their longevities. The longevity
found by Van Boxtel with little disturbance, is rather low but he used a very
smallsample,asdidVanSastooindeedinherexperiment withlittledisturbance.
Under normal growing conditions the whiteflies will not very often be forced
to move to another spot and therefore we decided to fix the longevity at 22°C
at the mean of the figures given in table 4, except for the first four figures and
that from Van Evert and Schutte.Thisresulted ina 50dayslongevity at 22°C.
Concerning the relationship between longevity and temperature, we have
given data from Burnett (1949)and Hussey and Gurney (1957)in figure 5.Both
found a decrease of the longevity when temperature increased from 24°C
onwards. This is confirmed by experiments of Van Evert and Schutte (1983).
They determined the median longevity not only at a constant temperature of
22°C,but also at other temperature regimes.
When they raised the temperature to 30°C during 4 hours per day, while it
was kept at 22°C during the rest of the time, the longevity of female whiteflies
was shortened to 15days.They also tried temperatures of 33°Cduring 2 hours
per day, 35°C during 1hour and 41.5°C during half an hour. These resulted
in longevities of respectively 17, 9 and 10 days. The high rate with which the
temperature was changed might have contributed to this effect. The assertion
of Lloyd (1922),that 95% of adult whiteflies cannot survive a 5minutes period
at40-43°Cwasdisproved bytheexperiment ofVan Evert and Schutte.
At increasing temperatures within the region of 15-24°C, Burnett (1949)
found adecreasing longevity, while Hussey and Gurney (1957)found it slightly
increasing. For temperatures below 15°C only the data from Burnett are available. For acomparison table 5listsdata on longevity inrelation to temperature
for other host plants than tomato.
Concerning the course of the longevity curve at temperatures above 15°C,
the data of Di Pietro (1977) and Madueke (1979) are in agreement with those
of Burnett. The resultsofYano (1981),who found thelongest lifetimes at 21 °C,
seem to link up better with the data of Hussey and Gurney. Weber (1931)suggests that maximal longevity is reached at some temperature between 5 and
22°C,and according to hisfigure 37this should beat approximately 13°C.
Since Burnett used the widest temperature range and his longevity curve is
supported by most of the other literature data, we adopted the shape of his
curve. Because we decided earlier that the longevity at 22°C should be 50days,
we shifted this curve upwards. This however would lead to a longevity of some
30 days at 30 and 33°C. From the data of Van Evert and Schutte (1983) an
16
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Table 5.Longevity of T. vaporariorumon other hoStplants than tomato in relation to temperature.

Author
Weber 1931
SJ

,,
,,
DiPietrol977
„
Madueke 1979
„
Yano 1981

,,
,,
,,
,,
„

Mean longevity
(days)

Temperature
(C)

Host
plant

49
42
4
0.5
52.8
38.3
18.1
37.3
25.3
14.8
29
25
40
33
25
16

5
22
32
36
17
22
27
18
22.5
27
15
18
21
24
27
30

tobac

^
eggpl;
)S
SJ

bean
J9
SJ

tobac
>5

^

J(
>5

„

ageing rate of 0.24 per day at 30°Ccan be calculated, giving a longevity of 4.1
days at a constant temperature of 30°C, and an ageing rate of 0.36 per day
at 33°C,givingalongevity of2.8daysat aconstant temperature of 33°C.
These values are even lower than the median longevities Burnett found at
these temperatures. We mentioned already that the high rate with which Van
Evertand Schuttechanged thetemperature,mighthavehadanadditional effect.
As we mentioned above, Lloyd (1922) also found very low longevity values at
hightemperatures.Hedoesnotdescribe,however,howheperformed hisexperiment. Weber (1931) kept adults of unknown starting age on picked tobacco
leaves and found very short lifetimes at high temperatures (see table 5). The
unknown startingageand thepresumably badcondition ofthehost-plant leaves
at these temperatures render these figures rather useless. We decided to fix the
longevities at 30°C and higher temperatures at values somewhat above those
from Burnett and Van Evert and Schutte.Asconcerns temperatures below 9°C,
Weber (1931) mentions a 49 days longevity at 5°C.This is even longer than at
22°C, but he also suggests the optimum temperature for longevity to be about
13°C.Wearbitrarily fixed thelongevity at 5°Cat 25days.
In figure 5the total longevity/temperature curve that isincluded inthe model
is indicated. The parameter sensitivity analysis of the model, should indicate
whether thisrough approximation isacceptable.
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3.6 Oviposition frequency
Data on oviposition frequency, determined at constant temperatures on
tomato, are shown in figure 6. As with the longevity data, most of these have
been determined at about 22°C. The results at this temperature are again very
variable. Table 6lists specifications of these experiments in order of increasing
oviposition frequency.
The results of Van Boxtel (1980) obtained in November-December and in
January-March with the same experimental set-up, differ much. Hussey and
Gurney (1959), testing the oviposition rate from October to June found it to
be rather constant, except for a decline during November-January. Differences
only in light intensity or in duration of the diurnal period of light did not have
this effect, so they ascribe this reduction of the oviposition rate to a change
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Fig. 6. Oviposition capacity of Trialeurodes vaporariorum on tomato against temperature. Interrupted lineiscurveincluded in model.
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intheproductsofmetabolism inthehostplantunderwinterconditions. However, they seem to have controlled only the minimum temperature of the greenhouse during their first mentioned experiment, so that it cannot be excluded
that theymeasured a temperature effect.
Van Sas(1978)determined the oviposition frequency inexactly the same way
asVanBoxteldid.Shefound inNovember-January thesameratesasVan Boxtel
found inJanuary-March. Van Sasfound almost thesameratestoo inan experiment with lessdisturbance of the whiteflies than in the abovementioned experiment and without confinement ofthewhiteflies to avery restricted leaf area.
Van Evert and Schutte (1983) worked with whiteflies that originated from
and had been feeding on another tomato variety ('Sonatine') than used during
the experiment. They found a very low oviposition rate of 0.8 eggs per female
per day. When they used whiteflies originating from the experimental tomato
variety, they found a much higher oviposition frequency, as given in table 6.
Thismight indicate that theoriginofthewhitefly femalesinfluences their oviposition frequencies, as was also found by Van Boxtel et al. (1978) using tomato,
cucumber and sweet pepper as host plants or as plants of origin. Because in
practice we have mainly to do with whiteflies originating from the crop concerned,wewilldisregard thiseffect inour model.
From the data given in table 6, it is impossible to draw any conclusions on
theinfluence ofthehost-plant variety on theoviposition frequency. But,aswith
the whitefly longevity, it is not unlikely that among the commercially grown
tomato varietiestherearemore and lesssuitable oneswith regard to oviposition
frequency. As can be seen in table 6 and table 4, Dutch researchers usually
worked with the variety named 'Moneydor' or the closely related variety
'Moneymaker'.
Van Evert and Schutte (1983) also showed that there was no difference in
oviposition rate between whiteflies that werepreviously anaesthetized with C 0 2
and those that were not. Whitefly females appear to recover very quickly from
anaesthesia, certainly if we consider that Van Evert and Schutte allowed them
to oviposit for only 8hours.
Hussey and Gurney (1957 and 1959) used detached leaflets for their ovipositionexperimentsand showedtheoviposition frequency todecreaseasthe leaflets
offered for oviposition aged. This was also found by Burnett (1949) at 18°C.
Becausewhitefly females aremostlyfound onyoungleaveswhen theycan make
their own choise, as in practice (Milliron 1940, Hussey and Gurney 1959, Di
Pietro 1977,Vaishampayan et al. 1975,Verschoor-van der Poel and Van Lenteren 1978, Noldus et al. 1985, 1986) we will disregard the oviposition values
determined with older leaflets for the model. Van Evert and Schutte (1983) and
Hussey and Gurney (1959) used whiteflies of unknown age, which they took
from top leaves of their host plants. Van Rongen (1979) and Van Boxtel (1980)
however, determined the oviposition frequency during a restricted, but well
known, period of adult life. As can be seen from table 6, it made no difference
for the oviposition rate whether the whiteflies were transferred every two days
(asVan Boxteldid) orwereleft undisturbed for aweek (asVan Rongen did).
20
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To compare the oviposition frequencies measured over the total life span,
with those determined during a restricted period, weshould know how the oviposition ratechangesduring afemale's lifetime.
Oviposition curves (number of eggs per living female per day, counted regularly during lifetime) are givenbyVan Boxtel (1980),Van Sas(1978)and Steenhuis(1984)atconstant temperatures ontomato.Thepattern ofdaily oviposition
is roughly described by Burnett (1949). Van der Laan et al. (1982) determined
the oviposition curve at a temperature regime of 18°C by day and 7°C at night
on tomato. From all these experiments we can conclude that the oviposition
rateincreasesduringthefirstdaysoftheoviposition period, remainsat a certain
level during the next period and decreases shortly before the adults die. Yano
(1981) presents oviposition curves determined on tobacco at 15,24 and 30°C.
Theydo not showdistinct periods ofincrease.
According to Burnett (1949) the period of decrease in daily oviposition is
relativelylong.Thisisnotconfirmed bytheotherresearchers.Burnettalsostates
that the period of increase in daily oviposition is shortened as the temperature
is increased. This is supported by the following data. Van Boxtel and Van Sas
found a period of increase of about 3 days at 22°C, while from the data of
Steenhuis a mean period of increase of 4.75 days at 18°C can be calculated.
As appears from the data of Burggraaf-van Nierop and Van der Laan (1983),
the mean period of increase at a temperature regime of 18°C by day and 7°C
at night is 11.0days.
Into the model we introduced a period of increase in daily oviposition, the
duration of which is negatively correlated with temperature (figure 7) and a
temperature dependent daily oviposition rate that is reached after this period
of increase. This oviposition level issupposed to be kept up till death. This last
simplification is acceptable because the period of decrease in daily oviposition
isrelatively short, and mainly because we know from life-history tactics theory
thateggslaidattheendofafemale's lifetime dohardly contribute tothe populationgrowth rate (Stearns, 1976).
The height of the oviposition level at 22°C is fixed at the mean of the data
from table 6, because we had no good reason to select any of these. Because
the data based on life-span research are systematically too low as a measure
for the oviposition level, the mean (5.14) is rounded off upwards to 5.5 eggs
per female per day.
As the relationship between oviposition rate and temperature concerns, we
have data from Burnett (1949) and from Hussey and Gurney (1957) (figure 6).
Burnett found a bell-shaped curve with the top at 21 °C, whereas Hussey and
Gurney found the oviposition rate to be positively correlated with temperature
intheregionfrom 15to27°C.For acomparison, figure 8showsdata on oviposition frequency in relation to temperature, determined with other host plants.
Thedata from Madueke (1979)and Di Pietro (1977)suggest a top rate at about
22°C,while Yano (1981)found the oviposition frequency not tochange significantly when temperature increased from 21to 30°C.
Agric. Univ. WageningenPapers89-2 (1989)
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Asit washard to decidewhat should beintroduced into themodel with these
data,weperformed a new experiment.

Materials and methods.
In a climate room at 20°C, whitefly pupae on tomato leaves (Lycopersicon
esculentum L., c.v. Moneydor) were put into a cage with a tomato plant of the
same variety. Lights were on from 7 a.m. to 9 p.m.. After 24 hours the leaves
were removed and the adults that had hatched were left on theplant for 7days.
Anumber ofadultswasthen sucked offtheplantand sexedunder C 0 2 anaesthesia. About 30female whiteflies were individually put into leaf cages ,that were
attached to the leaves of new host plants. These plants were put into another
climate room, with the same light regime, in which the temperature was slowly
(during 24 hours) changed from 20°C to the experimental temperature. The
leaf cages were then transferred to younger leaves of the same host plant. The
22
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Fig. 8.Oviposition frequency withstandard error of Trialeurodesvaporariorumonotherhost plants
than tomato inrelation to temperature. (Madueke= bean;Yano= tobacco;Di Pietro= eggplant).

whiteflies were anaesthetized for a few seconds for this transfer. While the temperature waskept stationary, the whiteflies were again allowed to oviposit for
24hours.Attransfer and attheend ofthesecondperiod of24hourswerecorded
thenumber of adults that survived and thenumber ofeggslaid.
The experimental temperatures were 10, 15,20, 25, 30 and 35°C in random
order.

Results.
The results are shown in table 7. The oviposition rates found are also given
in figure 9. The rates found at the changing temperatures are given with the
Agric. Univ. WageningenPapers89-2 (1989)
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mean temperatures. Regarding the oviposition rate at constant temperatures,
we found the following. At 10°C the rate appeared to be significantly lower
than athighertemperatures.At 15°Ctherateissignificantly lowerthan at20°C,
but doesnot differ from thoseat stillhigher temperatures. The oviposition rates
at 20,25,30and 35°Cdo not differ among themselves.
Aswecanseefrom table7,verylowtemperaturesdonotinfluence themortalityoftheadultssoquickly, buttheydoaffect thepercentage ofthefemale whiteflies that actually oviposits. A very high temperature of 35°C in contrast, kills
many adults but does not change the proportion ovipositing of those that survive.The number ofeggslaidper ovipositing female increaseswith temperature
from 1at 10°C to 3.5 at 35°C. During the 24 hours that the temperature was
changed from 20 to 35°C, the number of eggs laid is the largest by far. This
ismainlydueto the fact that almost allwhiteflies participated in ovipositing.

Discussion.
Alloviposition rates found (except for therate at 20-35°C)arevery low compared to those given in figure 6.The experimental set-up resembles that of Van
Boxtel (1980) who used whiteflies of 11-19 days old. In the beginning of his
experiment the whiteflies were almost of the same age as they were here. We
used the same tomato variety and the same leaf cages. The differences were
that he conducted his experiment in a small glasshouse, during March-April
Agric. Univ. WageningenPapers89-2 (1989)
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(ourexperiment wasinOctober-November) and transferred thewhiteflies every
2 days. Alas, literature data on the effect of the date of the experiment and
oftheextent ofthedisturbance asgiven above,arerather contradictory.
Considering only the relative values, we may conclude that the oviposition
frequency per livingfemale whitefly decreaseswhen temperature decreases from
20°C downwards. This is in accordance with all literature data known to us.
When temperature increases from 20°C onwards, the oviposition frequency is
hardly changed, uptoand includingatemperature of35°C.Thisisincontradiction with the data presented in figure 7 from Burnett and with those from
Madueke and Di Pietro in figure 8. It does agree however, with the findings
ofYano (figure 8).
Burnett (1949)remarks that fewer females oviposited at highand low temperatures than in the medium temperature range. In this latter range, most of the
females oviposited except at 27°C, where 18% did not. This suggests that the
difference between his and our results at high temperatures are mainly due to
the fact that in his experiment the percentage of females that oviposited was
low at these temperatures, while in our experiment it was at least as high as
atmediumtemperatures.Thereason forthisisunknown, butpossiblythecondition of his picked leaves was more affected by the high temperatures than the
condition ofour completeplants were.
We decided to introduce into the model an oviposition rate of 5.5 eggs per
female per day at temperatures of 18°Cand higher. As this isabout three times
ashigh aswe found in our experiment, we fixed the rates at lower temperatures
also at threetimestherateswe found.
Weber (1931) mentions that the threshold for eggmaturation is4°C. At that
temperature theoviposition frequency istherefore fixed tozero.At intermediate
temperatures the oviposition rate isinterpolated in the model. The oviposition
curveintroduced isindicated in figure 6.
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Thecomputerprogramwithremarksontechnical
details

In the preceding paragraphs 3.1-3.6 the data are given to fill up the rates,
parameter and auxiliary variables of the relational diagram discussed in paragraph 2. In this paragraph the computer program that was made with these
data, willbe discussed.
Figure 10 (appendix 1) shows the listing of the first part of the program. It
includes a short description of the program and the initial situation of the whitefly population. To run the program a temperature-time table is inserted between this first part of theprogram and thenext one.
Figure 11(appendix 2) shows the listing of the second part of the program.
It consists of several subprograms. The first of these, models the development
of the eggs. Then the submodels for the development of the four larval stages
and the pupa follow. For all these submodels the boxcar train method as described byDeWitand Goudriaan (1978)isused.Usingthisboxcar train simulation method implies that one assumes that there is no correlation between the
development time in one stage and that in the other stages per individual. This
was checked using data from Christochowitz and Van der Fluit (1981). The
Kendall coefficient ofconcordance showed noassociation between thedevelopment times of the second, third, and fourth larval stage and the pupal stage.
TheSpearman rankcorrelation test(a = 0.01)showed thattherewasnocorrelation between the durations of the successive stages L2-L3, L3-L4, and L4-P.
With a = 0.05 the only significant correlation was a negative one between the
duration of the second and third larval stage. This gave no reason to us not
tousetheboxcar train simulation method.
The relative dispersion of the development that one wants to achieve in the
model, determines the number of development classes that has to be chosen
for each stage and the type of boxcar train model that should be used. Data
on the relative dispersion of the development on tomato can be derived from
the studies of Eijsackers (1969) and Christochowitz and Van der Fluit (1981).
Table 8gives the results of our calculations. The relative dispersions based on
the data of Eijsackers do not suggest any temperature dependence. To see
whether the relative dispersion at fluctuating temperature differs from that at
constanttemperatures,wecomparedtherelativedispersionsderivedfrom Christochowitz and Van der Fluit with the mean relative dispersions of Eijsackers
(table 8).Usingtheone-tailed utest (a = 0.05),wefound no differences between
them,exceptincaseofthefourth larval stage.
More information on the relative dispersion of development of whiteflies in
relation with temperature can be gained from the studies of Madueke (1979),
Stenseth (1971)and Lietal.(1980),who allused bean ashost plant. The relative
Agric. Univ. WageningenPapers89-2 (1989)
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Appendix1
Figure10

TITLEASIMULATIONMODELOFWHITEFLIESONATOMATOCROP
*

THEDEVELOPMENTALSTAGESARESIMULATEDASABOXCARTRAINWITH

*

CONSTANTRELATIVEDISPERSION,EXCEPTFORTHEEGGSTAGEWHEREA

*

BOXCARTRAINWITHCONTROLLEDDISPERSIONISUSED.

*

THEMORTALITYOFTHEDEVELOPMENTALSTAGESISSIMULATEDAS

*

REL.MORT.RATE=(LNY(N)-LNY(N+1))/DT.

*

THEOVIPOSITINGADULTSARESIMULATEDWITHAFORTRANPROCEDURE

*

INWHICHTHENUMBERSAREUPDATEDEVERY1/4DAY.

*****
STORAGEAD(600),AGE(6O0),MAT(600),SUAD(60O)
TABLEAD(1-600)=8.,8.4,8.9,10.,11.4,13.3,16.,20.,20.,591*0.
*

INITIALNUMBEROFOVIPOSITINGADULTS
TABLEAGE(l-6O0)=0.,0.1775,0.36,0.58,0.738,0.8735,1-.1-1265,...
1.262,591*0.

*

CORRESPONDING INITIALAGESOFOVIPOSITINGADULTS
TABLEMAT(1-600)=0.,0.5,598*1.

*

CORRESPONDING INITIALEXTENTSOFMATURITY

FIXEDI.J.K

*****
INITIAL
PARAMINE'1,12'=12*50.
PARAMINL1'1,13'=13*15.
PARAMINL2'1,7'=6*81.,88.
PARAMINL3'1,4'=10.,20.,30.,159.

Figure10-1
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PARAMINL4'1,6'=98.,5*88.
PARAMINP'1,9,=20.,2*10.,6*0.
*

INITIALNUMBERSOFEGGS,LI,L2,L3,L4ANDPUPAE

PARAMF=0.79
*

FRACTIONUSEDINMODELLINGEGGDEVELOPMENT

PARAMINPO'l,4'=4*l.
*

INITIALNUMBEROFPRE-OVIPOSITIONADULTS

PARAMINAGE=0.
PARAMINMAT=0.
PARAMINWAD=0.
PARAMAGED=0.
PARAMSUADS=70.
PARAMETOT=0.
*

PARAMETERSBEGINNINGWITH 'X'AREMULTIPLICATIONFACTORS

*

USEDINSENSITIVITYANALYSIS

PARAMXDU=1.
PARAMXRMR=1.
PARAMXOVI=l.
PARAMXLON=l.
PARAMXMAT=1.
PARAMXSEX=1.
PARAMTEMPTO=0.

DYNAMIC
TEMP=TEMPTO+AFGEN(TEMPTB,TIME)

Figure 10-2
Fig. 10.Listing ofthefirst part ofthewhitefly-population-growth model.
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Appendix2
Figure11

HATCHINGOFTHEEGGS
EO=INTGRL(0.,OVIRT-FLE0-RMRE*E0)
APRECLASSISCONSTRUCTEDTOPROCESSTHEBIRTHRATE
,

E 1,12'=INTGRL(INEI1,12,,FLE,0,11'-FLEI1,12I-RMRE*E'1,12')
OVIRT-NWEGG/DELT
FLE'0,12'=INSW(E'0,12'-1.E~20,0.,FWE'0,12')
TOPREVENT'UNDERFLOWS'
FWE0=EO*(l.-RMRE*DELT)*2./(F*RESTE)
FWE'1,12,=E*1,12,*(1.-RMRE*DELT)*F*PUSH
THEFLOWSOFFRACTIONSFOFTHECONTENTSOFEACHCLASSTOTHE
NEXTCLASSESOFEGGS
PUSH=INSW(DEV-1.,0.,1./DELT)
DEV=INTGRL(0.,1./(F*RESTE)-PUSH)
THECONTENTSOFTHECLASSESAREONLYSHIFTEDEVERYFRACTIONFOF
THERESIDENCETIME
RMRE=XRMR*(0.063/DUE)
THERELATIVEMORTALITYRATEOFTHEEGG-STAGE
RESTE=DUE/12.
RESIDENCETIMEPEREGG-CLASS
DUE-XDU*(26.35-1.25*TEMP+0.018*TEMP**2.)
MEANDURATIONOFEGG-STAGEDEPENDENTONTEMPERATURE
EGG=SUM1(E'0,12')
TOTALNUMBEROFEGGS

Figure11-1
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*

DEVELOPMENTOFLI
L11=INTGRL(INL11,FLE12-FLL11-RMRL1*L11)

*

FIRSTLl-CLASSISFILLEDWITHHATCHEDEGGS
L1'2,13'=INTGRL(INL1'2,13',FLL1'1,12'-FLL1'2,13'-RMRL1*L1'2,13')
FWL1'1,13'=L1'1,13'*(1.-RMRL1)/RESTL1

*

THECONTINUOUSFLOWSTOTHENEXTCLASSESOFLI
FLL1I1,13'=INSW(L1'1,13,-1.E~20,0.,FWL1'1,13')

*

TOPREVENT'UNDERFLOWS'
RMRL1=XRMR*(0.038/DUL1)

*

THERELATIVEMORTALITYRATEOFLI
RESTL1=DUL1/13.

*

RESIDENCETIMEPERLl-CLASS
DUL1=XDU*(23.71-1.34*TEMP+0.022*TEMP**2.)

*

MEANDURATIONOFLl-STAGEDEPENDENTONTEMPERATURE
LARV1=SUM1(L1'1,13')

*

TOTALNUMBEROFLI'S

*****
*

DEVELOPMENTOFL2
L21=INTGRL(INL21,FLL113-FLL21-RMRL2*L21)

*

FIRSTL2-CLASSISFILLEDWITHMOULTEDLI'S
L2'2,7'=INTGRL(INL2,2,7',FLL2'1,6'-FLL2,2,7'-RMRL2*L2'2,7')
FWL2'1,7'=L2'1,7'*(1.-RMRL2)/RESTL2

*

THECONTINUOUSFLOWSTOTHENEXTCLASSESOFL2
FLL2'1,7'=INSW(L2'1,7'-1.E"20,0.,FWL2'1,7')

*

TOPREVENT'UNDERFLOWS'
RMRL2=XRMR*(0.023/DUL2)

*

RELATIVEMORTALITYRATEOFL2

Figure 11-2
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RESTL2=DUL2/7.
*

RESIDENCE TIMEPERL2-CLASS
DUL2=XDU*(16.10-0.85*TEMP+0.013*TEMP**2.)

*

MEANDURATIONOFL2-STAGE DEPENDENTONTEMPERATÜRE
LARV2=SUM1(L2'1,7')

*

TOTALNUMBEROFL2'S

*****
*

DEVELOPMENTOFL3
L31=INTGRL(INL31,FLL27-FLL31-RMRL3*L31)

*

FIRSTL3-CLASSISFILLEDWITHMOULTEDL2'S
L3'2,4'=INTGRL(INL3'2,4',FLL3'1,3'-FLL3'2,4'-RMRL3*L3'2,4')
FWL3'1,4,=L3,1,4**(1.-RMRL3)/RESTL3

*

THECONTINUOUS FLOWSTOTHENEXT CLASSESOFL3
FLL3'1>4'=INSW(L3*1,4'-1.E"20,0.,FWL3'1,4')

*

TOPREVENT 'UNDERFLOWS'
RMRL3=XRMR*(0.034/DUL3)

*

RELATIVEMORTALITY RATEOFL3
RESTL3=DUL3/4.

*

RESIDENCE TIMEPERL3-CLASS
DUL3=XDU*(12.94-0.66*TEMP+0.010*TEMP**2.)

*

MEANDURATIONOFL3-STAGEDEPENDENTONTEMPERATURE
LARV3=SUM1(L3'1,4')

*

TOTALNUMBEROFL3'S

*****
*

DEVELOPMENTOFL4
L41=INTGRL(INL41,FLL34-FLL41-RMRL4*L41)

*

FIRSTL4-CLASSISFILLEDWITHMOULTEDL3'S

Figure 11-3
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L4'2,6'=INTGRL(INL4'2,6',FLL4'1,5'-FLU'2,6'-RMRL4*L4'2,6')
FWL4'1,6'=L4'1,6'*(1.-RMRL4)/RESTL4
*

THECONTINUOUSFLOWSTOTHENEXTCLASSESOFL4
FLL4'1,6'=INSW(L4'1,6'-1.E"20,0.,FWL4'1,6')

*

TOPREVENT'UNDERFLOWS*
RMRL4=XRMR*(0.015/DUL4)

*

RELATIVEMORTALITYRATEOFL4
RESTL4=DUL4/6.

*

RESIDENCETIMEPERL4-CLASS
DUL4=XDU*(30.78-1.745*TEMP+0.027*TEMP**2.)

*

MEANDURATIONOFL4-STAGEDEPENDENTONTEMPERATURE
LARV4=SUM1(L4'1,6')

*

TOTALNUMBEROFL4'S

*****
*

DEVELOPMENTOFPUPA
PI=INTGRL(INP1,FLL46-FLP1-RMRP*P1)

*

FIRSTPUPA-CLASSISFILLEDWITHMOULTEDL4'S
P'2,9'=INTGRL(INP'2,9',FLP'1,8'-FLP'2,9'-RMRP*P'2,9')
FWP'1,9'=P'1,9'*(1.-RMRP)/RESTP

*

THECONTINUOUSFLOWSTOTHENEXTCLASSESOFP
FLP'1,9'=INSW(P'1,9'-1.E~20,0.,FWP'1,9')

*

TOPREVENT'UNDERFLOWS'
RMRP=XRMR*(0.019/DUP)

*

RELATIVEMORTALITYRATEOFP
RESTP=DUP/9.

*

RESIDENCETIMEPERPUPA-CLASS
DUP=XDU*(21.72-1.42*TEMP+0.027*TEMP**2.)

Figure 11-4
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MEAN DURATION OF PUPA-STAGE DEPENDENT ON TEMPERATURE
PUPA=SUM1(P'1,9')
TOTAL NUMBER OF PUPAE
SURVP=INTGRL(8.,FLP9)
CUMULATIVE NUMBER EMERGING FROM PUPA (EMPTY SCALES)
LARVP=LARV4+PUPA

Figure 11-5
Fig. 11. Listing of the second part of the whitefly-population-growth model: the developmental
stages.
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Table 8. Relativedispersions ofthedevelopmental periods of immature whitefly stageson tomato,
calculated from literaturedata.
Data from

Temp,°C

Egg

LI

L2

L3

L4

Pupa

Christochowitz&
v.d.Fluit 1981
Eijsackers 1969

D18/N8

0.07

_

0.26

0.19

0.16

0.14

10
15
20
25
30

0.11
0.15
0.13
0.20
0.07

0.35
0.26
0.24
0.29
0.24

0.18
0.25
0.76
0.46
0.28

0.32
0.54
0.46
0.89
0.28

0.39
0.29
0.62
0.32
0.48

0.42
0.19
0.54
0.17
0.35

0.13

0.28

0.39

0.50

0.42

0.33

mean

dispersions we calculated using data of Madueke are given in table 9. Stenseth
presentsinhistable 1 thenumberofdaysafterwhich 10%and90% ofthewhiteflies had reached a particular stage. As an indication of the relative dispersion,
we calculated the difference between these two data and divided that by the
mean of them. The results of those calculations are also given in table 9. In
his figure 1,Stenseth shows cumulative frequencies of development at fluctuating temperatures (24 D / 18 N, mean 21°C and 24 D / 15 N, mean 19.5°C).
Astheduration ofeggdevelopment concerns,onemayconcludefrom this figure
that the relative dispersions at fluctuating temperatures do not or hardly differ
from those at the mean constant temperatures. The other curves given in the
figure do not allow to draw conclusions on the separate following stages, as
the dispersions of development of previous stages is included in these curves.
Li et al. present the mean, minimum and maximum development times at fluctuating temperatures. As an indication of the relative dispersion, we calculated
the difference between the minimum and maximum development times and
divided that bythemean development time.The resultsaregivenintable9.
The figures derived from Stenseth and Liet al. support the conclusion, based
on data from Eijsackers that the relative dispersion is not temperature dependent.Thefigures from Maduekeshowonlyaslightincreaseoftherelativedispersionwith increasing temperature. For our model the boxcar train with constant
relativedispersion seemsmost suitable therefore. Themean relative dispersions
from Eijsackers havebeenused todetermine thenumber ofdevelopment classes
per stage (N = ( —T-T-.— ) . For the six stages, from egg to pupa, this leads to
respectively 57, 13, 7,4,6, and 9classes. Except at the eggstage, these numbers
can be found intheprogram listing (figure 11).To reduce the number of classes
for the egg stage, the boxcar train method with controlled dispersion can be
used. This means that a fraction F of the contents of each class is shifted once
every fraction F of the residence time in a class.The number of classes (N) and
F can be calculated from : F = 1-N x rel.disp2. One of the possible solutions,
namely N= 12and F= 0.79, ischosen and can be found in the program listing.
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Table9.'Relative dispersions' of thedevelopmental periods ofimmaturewhitefly stagesonbean,
calculatedfrom literaturedata.
Data from

Temp,°C

Egg

LI

L2

L3

L4

Pupa

Madueke 1979

18
22.5
27

0.03
0.08
0.12

0.11
0.22
0.25

0.18
0.24
0.31

0.20
0.24
0.26

0.15
0.12
0.18

0.15
0.16
0.25

Stenseth 1971

9
12
15
18
21
24
30

0.34
0.17
0.23
0.25
0.31
0.14
0.20

_

_

_

0.16
0.33
0.43
0.67
0.46
0.40

0.53
0.38
0.23
0.35
0.45
0.58

0.48
0.26
0.38
0.43
0.33
0.33

10-15
10-21.5
14-25
21-25
20-30.5
22-30.5

0.05
0.06
0.35
0.27
0.46
0.54

0.31
0.12
0.33
0.36
0.44
0.67

Liet al. 1980

0.22
0.54
0.60
0.40
0.44
0.86

0.15
0.36
0.49
0.25
0.67
0.80

0.21
0.44
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.41

Table9continued.
Thefiguresgiven are relative dispersions (Madueke), the difference between the periods of 10%
and90%development,dividedbythemeanofthem(Stenseth)andthedifference betweenthemaximumandminimumperiodsofdevelopment,dividedbythemeandevelopmenttime(Lietal.).

The last mentioned method leads to a discontinuous simulation curve, in contrast with the former method, and forces themodeller tousetherectilinear integration method.
The method used for modelling theeggdevelopment givesriseto a new problem. The first development class isfilledwith a continuous inflow of newly laid
eggs (OVIRT in figures 11 and 1). Only the eggs that enter the class directly
after the shifting mentioned above has taken place, stay in the class for the
intended residence time. Eggs entering later will have a residence time that is
too short. The mean residence time in the first class will be short by half of
the
FxRESTE
shifting interval
=
. To correct this a preclass is constructed with an
.,
.
,FxRESTE
average residence time of
•= .
Each subprogram in figure 11 contains anequation that describesthe relation
between duration of development (DU) and temperature for the whitefly stage
concerned. These second-grade polynômes are discussed in paragraph 3.1 and
shown in figures 2 and 3. After validation tests, however, the developmental
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rates were not set to zero at temperatures of 8°C and lower. At these temperaturestoo thepolynômevaluesare used.
The mortality percentages that are discussed in paragraph 3.2 are converted
to relative mortality rates (RMR). When the mortality during a stage is m%,
therelativemortality ratecan becalculated as RMR =

DU
The high mortality for pupae at temperatures of 30°C and higher is not found
inthemodellisting.Thisisbased on validation teststhat willbediscussed later.
In figure 12(appendix 3) the third part of the program is given. It concerns
the adult whiteflies and starts with their pre-oviposition period. As with the
developmental periods, the boxcar train simulation method isused for modelling.Thenumberofclassesshouldagainbedetermined bytherelativedispersion.
Because there are no accurate data available, we used the relative dispersion
of themean pre-oviposition periods found by Burnett (1949)(table 3).This lead
to four classes.
For the construction of the model it was important to have information on
the distribution of the longevity. Survival curves of whiteflies on tomato are
given by Van Rongen (1979), Van Boxtel (1980) and Van Sas (1978). Yano
(1981)showssurvivalcurveson tobacco.
The distribution of the longevity as given by Van Rongen was found to be
not different from a normal distribution with a = 0.3|i. Van Boxtel and Van
Sas performed series of experiments on several host plants, among which
tomato. Of the distributions found, byfar themost do not differ from a normal
distribution. The standard deviations average 0.6 times the means. The curves
given by Yano do also not differ from normal distributions, while his standard
deviations average 0.4 times the means. Based on these data we assumed the
longevity to be normally distributed with a = 0.5n. The adult life after the
pre-oviposition period is modelled using a Fortran procedure. Every 1/4 of a
day, the adults that have come out of the preoviposition boxcar during those
six hours (NWAD) enter the first compartment of an array (AD1). This array
consists of 600 compartments, in each of which the adults may stay for 1/4 of
a day, after which they are shifted to the next compartment. This implies that
in total a lifetime after the pre-oviposition period of 150 days at most can be
simulated. Thelongest mean lifetime that mayberealized is74.5days(see figure
5).The longevity isregarded asnormally distributed with a = 0.5u (seeabove),
so that even in the most extreme situation only 2% of the population is lost
in the end in the model (97.7% will have died after u + 2o~ days, i.e. 149days).
The adults that enter the first compartment of the array are considered to be
on the average 1.3 days of age, i.e. the mean duration of the pre-oviposition
period.The residencetimeofsixhours at most inNWAD isneglected.
During the six hours between two shiftings the adults grow older. Besides,
during the first part oftheoviposition period thefemale whiteflies matureuntill
Agric. Univ. WageningenPapers89-2 (1989)
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Appendix3
Figure12

*

AGEINGOFTHEADULTS

*

PRE-OVIPOSITIONPERIOD
P01=INTGRL(INPOl,FLP9-FLP01)
PO^.A^INTGRLCINPO^^'.FLPO'I.S'-FLPO^.V)
FLPO'1,4'=INSW(PO,1,4'-1.E~20,0.,FWPO'1,4')

*

TOPREVENT'UNDERFLOWS'
FWPO'1,4'=PO'1,4'/0.325

*

RESIDENCETIMEPERPRE-OVIPOSITIONCLASSIS0.325
PO=SUM1(PO'1,4')

*****
*

OVIPOSITIONPERIOD
NWAD=INTGRL(INWAD,FLP04)

*

INNWADTHECONTINUOUSOUTFLOWFROMTHEPRE-OVIPOSITIONPERIOD

*

ISGATHEREDDURING1/4DAY
TRIG=IMPULS(0.25,0.25)

*

TRIGGERFORTHEPROCEDUREWITHWHICHTHEOVIPOSITINGADULTSARE

*

SIMULATEDTOBERUNEVERY1/4DAY
FLAGE=INTGRL(INAGE,AGERT)

*

THEAGEINGRATEISINTEGRATEDDURING1/4DAY.THERESULTIS

*

ADDEDTOTHEAGESSTOREDINTHEPROCEDUREANDTHENRESETTO0.
AGERT=1./L0NAD
LONAD=XLON*AFGEN(LONTAB,TEMP)
FUNCTIONLONTAB=(5.,23.7),(9.,33.2),(12.,60.),(15.,74.5),...
(18.,66.5),(22.,48.7),(24.,41.2),(27.,32.3),...

Figure 12-1
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(30.,18.7),(33.,8.7),(40.,3.7)
*

MEANDURATIONOFOVIPOSITIONPERIOD(LONGEVITYMINUS1.3DAYS

*

PRE-OVIPOSITIONPERIOD)DEPENDENTONTEMPERATURE
OVIFQ=XOVI*AFGEN(OVITAB,TEMP)
FUNCTION0VITAB=(4.,0.),(10.,0.09),(15.,0.847),(18.,1.375),...
(40.,1.375)

*

OVIPOSITIONFREQUENCYINEGGSPERFEMALEPER1/4DAY,

*

DEPENDENTONTEMPERATURE
FLMAT=INTGRL(INMAT,MATRT)

*

THEMATURATIONRATEISINTEGRATEDDURING1/4DAY,THERESULTIS

*

ADDEDTOTHEMATURATIONSTOREDINTHEPROCEDUREANDTHENRESET

*

TO0.
MATRT-l./MATDU
MATDU-XMAT*AFGEN(MATTAB,TEMP)
FUNCTIONMATTAB=(5.,17.1),(7.,14.2),(18.,3.4),(22.,1.7),...
(30.,1.1),(40.,0.85)

*

DURATIONOFTHEPERIODFROMHATCHINGTOFULLMATURATION

*

(I.E.MAXIMUMDAILYEGGPRODUCTION)MINUS1.3DAYSOFTHE

*

PRE-OVIPOSITIONPERIOD
ADULT=PO+NWAD+SUADS

PROCSUADS,NWEGG=LIFE(TRIG,FLAGE,FLMAT,NWAD,XSEX,OVIFQ)
IF(KEEP.NE.1.)GOTO888
IF(TRIG.NE.1.)GOTO777
DO101=1,599
*

THECONTENTSOFTHEADULT-TABLEISMOVEDUPBYONE1/4-DAY-

*

COMPARTMENT.THEFIRSTCOMPARTMENTISNEWLYFILLED.
K=600.-I

Figure 12-2
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AD(K+1)=AD(K)
AGE(K+1)=AGE(K)
MAT(K+1)=MAT(K)
10CONTINUE
AD(1)=NWAD
AGE(1)=0.
MAT(1)=0.
DO201=2,600
*

THEAGESANDMATURITIESAREADJUSTEDACCORDINGTOTHECHANGES

*

DURINGTHELAST1/4DAY
AGE(I)=AGE(I)+FLAGE
MAT(I)=MAT(I)+FLMAT
IF(MAT(I).GT.l.)MAT(I)=1.
20CONTINUE
FLAGE=0.
FLMAT-0.
NWAD=0.
SUADS=0.
NWEGG=0.
SEXR=0.5*XSEX

*

SEXRATIOASFEMALEFRACTIONOFTOTALPOPULATION
DO301=1,600
AGED=AGE(I)
SURVX=AFGEN(SURVTB,AGED)
FUNCTIONSURVTB=(0.,1.),(0.01,0.976),(0.1775,0.95),...
(0.28,0.925),(0.36,0.9),(0.4815,0.85),(0.58,0.8),...
(0.6625,0.75),(0.738,0.7),(0.8075,0.65),(0.8735,0.6),...

Figure 12-3
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(0.937,0.55),(1.,0.5),(1.063,0.45),(1.1265,0.4),...
(1.1925,0.35),(1.262,0.3),(1.3375,0.25),(1.42,0.2),...
(1.5185,0.15),(1.64,0.1),(2.165,0.01),(2.2875,0.005),...
(2.5,0.0),(5.0,0.0)
*

PERCENTAGESURVIVALDEPENDENTONAGE,BASEDONTHEASSUMPTION

*

OFANORMALLYDISTRIBUTEDLONGEVITYWITHSIGMA=0.5*MU
IF(SURVX.EQ.O.)GOTO888
SUAD(I)=AD(I)*SURVX
SUADS=SUADS+SUAD(I)
NWEGG=NWEGG+(SUAD(I)*SEXR*OVIFQ*MAT(I))
30CONTINUE
GOTO888
777NWEGG=0.
888CONTINUE

ENDPROC
PROCETOT=SUM(TRIG,NWEGG)
IF(KEEP.NE.1.)GOTO999
IF(TRIG.NE.1.)GOTO999
ET0T=ETOT+NWEGG
*

THETOTALNUMBEROFEGGSPRODUCED
999CONTINUE

ENDPROC

*****
T0TP0P=EGG+LARV1+LARV2+LARV3+LARVP+ADULT
PREPARTOTPOP,EGG,LARV1,LARV2,LARV3.LARV4,PUPA,LARVP.SURVP,ADULT,...
NWEGG.ETOT.TEMP

*****

Figure12-4
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METHODRECT
TIMERFINTIM=38.,OUTDEL=2..PRDEL-2..DELT-0.05
END
STOP
ENDJOB

Figure 12-5
Fig. 12.Listing ofthelastpart ofthewhitefly-population-growth model:theadult whiteflies.
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they have reached their maximum daily oviposition level, as was discussed in
paragraph 3.6.. The ageing and maturation arecalculated in the model by integration of the temperature-dependent ageing and maturation rates.The ageing
rate (AGERT) is the inverse of the longevity minus the 1.3 days of the preoviposition period (LONAD). The maturation rate (MATRT) is the inverse
oftheperiod from theend ofthepre-oviposition period tillthemoment ofmaximum daily oviposition (MATDU). Every 1/4 of a day the Fortran procedure
is run. The contents of the array compartments are shifted and the ages and
maturities of the whiteflies are adjusted, according to the changes during the
last sixhours.Next, with a table based on a normal distribution with u= 0.5n,
the survival percentages of the initial numbers of adults at the given ages is
determined (SURVX) and the number of surviving adults per compartment is
calculated (SUAD(I)).
Then the number of eggslaid iscalculated. Per compartment the oviposition
frequency is determined by multiplying the oviposition level (OVIFQ) by the
maturation (MAT(I)). This oviposition frequency multiplied with the number
of surviving adults and the sex ratio (SEXR, the female fraction of the total
population) gives the number of new eggs laid (NWEGG). This modelling
method made it possible to achieve as much detailedness as was desired and
tokeeptheamount ofcomputing timeneeded within acceptable limits.
Attheendofthelistingoffigure 12thetotalpopulationisdefined (TOTPOP).
Erroneously thevariableNWEGG isnot included in this definition.
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5. Verification andvalidation

Running thewhitefly modelprogram and accurately controlling its operation
revealed that it operated as intended.
The time interval of integration (DELT) that isused in the model is0.05 (i.e.
0.05 of 24hours, which is 1 hour and 12minutes). This should bemuch smaller
than the time constant of the system modelled, because it is assumed that the
changing rate of the system is constant during the interval (Rabbinge 1978).
However, if DELT is chosen smaller than necessary, it will take much more
time to run the program and thereby make a run needlessly expensive.The efficiencyoftheDELTchosenwastestedbyrerunningthemodel,after a successful
validation run, with DELT = 0.15 and DELT = 0.005. With DELT = 0.15
the results differ much from those obtained with DELT = 0.05. Using DELT
= 0.005 led to results that were almost the same as with DELT = 0.05. We
decided tokeep DELT at 0.05.
To validate themodel,we first tested thepart ofit that describes the developmental period. There were two data setsavailable to compare themodel results
with. One came from an experiment conducted by Christochowitz and Van der
Fluit (1981).Theyfollowed thedevelopment ofsecondinstarlarvaeata temperature regime of 7 N / 18 D. The results of their experiment and of the model
are given in figures 13aand 13b.The developmental rate in the experiment was
higherthaninthesimulated results,eveninspiteofthefact thatthe developmen-

;%oftheinitialno.ofLARV2

40 days
Fig. 13a.Numbers of whitefly larvae and empty pupae from an experiment of Christochowitz and
Van der Fluit (1981)at a temperature regimeof 7N/18D.
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Fig.13b.Resultsofthesimulationoftheexperimentshowninfigure 13a.

tal rate at temperatures of 8°Cand lowerwas not setto zero.Wedecided therefore not to build into the model a zero for the developmental rate but to use
thepolynômesasgiveninfigures 2and 3atalltemperatures.Oftheadult whiteflies 50% had hatched after 29 days in the experiment, while it takes almost 33
days in the simulation. Also the deviations in developmental times are smaller
in the experiment than in the simulated results. The mortality wasmuch higher
than simulated, particularly during the second and third larval stages. It must
bementioned, however, that thehost plants used in theexperiment did not very
well stand the low temperature regime. Only a few of them survived the experiment. The whitefly population represented in figure 13a was found on these
few plants. The high mortality seen in figure 13a might have been caused by
the condition of the host plants. Besides, it isvery well possible that the larvae
included in figure 13aconstitute a select, strong group out of the total population. No further changes were therefore introduced into the model based on
thisvalidation experiment.
The second experiment with which the simulation results could be compared
wasconducted byVanEvertand Schutte(1983).Theyfollowed the development
of 127whitefly eggson tomato at atemperature regimethat isnormal for Dutch
glasshouses in summer (lowest night temperature 17.8°C, highest day temperature 34.6°C). Their results and those of the simulation are presented in figures
14a and 14b. To obtain the results of figure 14b, the model was changed in
one respect. According to what was discussed in paragraph 3.2,the pupal mortality at temperatures from 30°C onwards was initially set at 96.9%. This led
to a tremendous decrease in numbers in the simulation from the moment that
pupae appeared. As can be seen in figure 14a, this high mortality did not occur
in reality. When we fixed the pupal mortality at 1.9% for all temperatures, this
ledtotheresultsshownin figure 14b.Thecorrespondence withthe experimental
Agric. Univ. WageningenPapers89-2 (1989)
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Fig. 14a. Numbers of whitefly eggs, larvae and empty pupae, from an experiment of Van Evert
and Schutte (1983)at a normal summer temperature regime.
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Fig. 14b.Results of thesimulation oftheexperiment shown in figure 14a.

data isverygood and doesnot giveriseto further changes ofthemodel.
To validate the total model, wegratefully used data provided by Dr. O.M.B.
De Ponti ofthe Institute for Horticultural Plant Breeding inWageningen. They
weredata ofdevelopment ofwhitefly onthetomato variety 'Allround' inexperiments on whitefly resistance. In glasshouse compartments whitefly adults were
introduced on 5to 15tomato plants.Thenumbersofemptypupaewerecounted
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as a measure for total population size after some time. The temperature was
recorded with thermographs. When weintroduced into themodel thesame initial number of adults and the same temperature regime, this led to the curves
givenin figures 15a-f.
Some remarks have to bemade on the experimental data. Unless indicated
otherwise, thenumbers given arethenumbers ofempty pupae that were determinedbycheckingallleavesofallplantsintheexperiment concerned. Inexperiment 'a', 2outof 15plants were checked for empty pupae onday92.Thedots
in figure 15a indicate the estimated total numbers, assuming that the ratios
(counted plant: total) were the same as on day 54.In the experiments 'b'and
'c', 1 outof 10plantswaschecked onday83.Theestimatesofthetotal numbers
on day83were made with theassumption that theratio (counted plant : total)
was the same asonday40or day 61. In figure 15ftheresults of 3 experiments
arecombined.Thoseexperimentswereconductedin3compartmentsofthesame
glasshouse andtherewasonetemperature registration available.Onday44adults were trapped andcounted to getan impression ofthe infestation. Respectively 97, 147and 286 adults were thus removed. On day 47 the numbers of
emptypupaewerecounted on2leaflets ofeachleaf.Accordingtoearlier findings
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100 '20
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Fig. 15.Simulated andexperimental numbers of Trialeurodesvaporariorumempty pupaeinpopulationexperiments on tomato.
• = counted numbers, x = estimated numbers,
= simulated numbers,
= simulated
numberswith a2°Chigher temperature.
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of the Institute for Horticultural Plant Breeding, one gets a reliable estimate
for the total numbers present, by multiplying the numbers thus found by 3.
On day 47 the estimates for the 3glasshouse compartments are given. In one
of the compartments the last count was made on day 69, while in the other
compartments the numbers of empty pupae were counted on day 90 till day
95.
When we compare the experimental results with the simulation curves, we
may conclude that in three out of these six cases their correspondence is good
(15a, b and c). In figure 15d, e and f the experimental numbers are all above
the simulated curves. The experimental results in these last three cases suggest
that the levelling off of the simulation curves till about day 60 is not realistic.
However, we do find such a course in the experimental data of figure 15b and
c. The experiments were all done with the same host plant variety in almost
thesameway.Thetemperatures varied between thesamelimits(about 16-19°C
at night and 20-38°Cinthe afternoon).
In the beginning of the experiments, the afternoon temperatures of experiments 'd', 'e' and T were higher (35-38°C) than those of experiments 'a', 'b'
and 'c'.This might suggest that the whitefly model underestimates the population growth rate at thehigher temperatures.Ofallratesinthemodel,the ageing
rate (based on longevity data) was fixed somewhat arbitrary at high temperatures. It is not impossible that the mean longevity at these temperatures was
chosen too low (see paragraph 3e).Therefore a rerun wasmade for experiment
'e' with a mean oviposition period of 13days at 33°C (instead of 8.7 days) and
10days at 40°C (instead of 3.7 days). This resulted in a population curve that
had the same course and was only slightly higher than the curve given in figure
15e.
The temperature registration during the experiments, with thermographs, is
not very accurate. The temperature table in the model contains three or four
temperature-time data per 24 hours, while the data between them were found
bylinearinterpolation. Thusonlyarough description ofthetemperature course
is obtained. To get an impression of the effect of deviations in temperature,
arerunwasmadefor experiment 'e'raisingthetemperaturewith2°C.Theresulting curve isalso given in figure 15e.There isa substantial effect, but the course
ofthecurveremains almost the same.
Asalastremark, itmust bementioned that itisnot impossible that the plants
used in the experiments were already unintentionally infected at the beginning.
The Institute for Horticultural Plant Breeding aswell as ourselves have experienced that it is almost impossible to keep plants free of whiteflies, while in the
neighbourhood whiteflies arepresent for other experiments. If not very accuratelysearched for, whitefly eggsand young instars areeasily overlooked.
Of course more control data with replicates are needed, so that it can really
be tested further whether the simulation results are within theconfidence intervalsoftheexperimental data.Thefirst simulation resultsovertwotothreegenerations are,however, hopeful.
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6. Sensitivityanalysis

For apreliminary evaluation oftherelativeimportance ofvariouslife history
components for the population growth rate, a limited sensitivity analysis was
done. We determined the effect of a 10% increase or decrease of several lifehistorycomponents ontheendresultofthesimulation.Thesimulationofexperiment 'c'(figure 15c)wasused asa reference, because thisfitted the experimental
data best.
The following components were varied :developmental period (from egg to
adult), fecundity, relative mortality rate of the developmental stages,adult longevity and the duration of what we have named 'maturation period'. We must
point out that changing the adult longevity did not imply a change of the preoviposition period, nor a change of the maturation rate. The results are shown
infigure 16.On theleft ofthezero-lineweseetherelativechangeintotal population size after 84 days, when the component concerned was set to 90% of the
valueused inthereference model.Ontheright ofthezero-line thesameisshown
for 110% of the reference value. A 10% decrease of the developmental period
thus led to a 68.8% increase of the total population size. A 10% increase of
the developmental time led to a total population size that was 42.8% smaller
than thereferencevalue.Bydecreasingthefecundity with 10%,thetotal population size was decreased with 25.5%, while increasing the fecundity with 10%
led to a total population size that was 30.8% larger than the reference value.
As can be seen from figure 16, changing of the developmental period has far
thegreatest effect, followed by aproportionally equivalent changein fecundity.
This is in agreement with theoretical publications on the relative importance

Relativechangeintotalpopulationafter84days

"Maturation'
period

Aa—0.1a

Aa=o.ta

Fig. 16.Sensitivity analysis of Trialeurodesvaporariorumpopulation growth-model.
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oflife-history components for thepopulation growthrate (Lewontin 1965;Snell
1978;Caswell and Hastings 1980).
In paragraph 3.5theinfluence of thetomato variety on thewhitefly longevity
wasdiscussed. Figure 16showsthat achangeinlongevitywillnotstrongly affect
the population growth rate. Of course this only holds when the fecundity, and
especially the oviposition frequency in the beginning of the oviposition period,
isnot changed too much at thesametime.
The rather rough approximation that was used to determine the longevity/
temperature curve (paragraph 3.5) seems not unacceptable, at least in the temperature region usedinthisanalysis (16-38°C).
The data given in figure 16should ofcourse only be regarded in relation with
one another. Regarded absolutely they only apply to the initial situation of this
case, the temperature course that was introduced and the period after which
the total population size was determined. Probably also the relative results of
such a sensitivity analysis will be different when another temperature regime
is introduced. The sensitivity analysis given should only be considered a first,
preliminary analysis. More extensive analyses can be found in Yano et al. 1988
a,b.
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